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Abstract
The dissertation comprises five chapters 
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the quantum-mechanical problem of the spatial correlation effect in two and many electron atoms and the energetic consequences thereof a survey is made of the various conventional approaches to the problem of electronic correlation in atom such as superposition of configurations different in atoms such as superposition of configuration different orbitals for different spins wave function containing correlation factors and other similar modifications of the wave function and their relative measures of success. the underlying assumption of the validity of coylomb low for electrical point charges right upto distances on the atomic scale where it diverges is manifestly stated an a priori assertion is made that the physical laws of nature do not admit such singularities and as such the latter must be regularized away in any physical theory accordingly the so-called correlation error is attributed to the divergent character of the coulomb potential an account of the possible modification of the coulomb potential suggested by some workers on different grounds is given next the significance of any departure however small form the coulomic form is brought out for the atomic fine structure effects (lamb-shift) in hydrogen-like atoms inasmuch as the accidental degeneracy(e.g. of the 2s1/2 and the 2p1/2 states),peculiar to the coulomb potential is removed finally a brief account of the variational technique and the hartree-fock (H-F) procedure has been comprised in for the sake of completeness and later reference in chapter 2 a formal derivation of the modified coulomb potential is considered which is based on a natural cut-off procedure the latter takes into accounts the inherent quantum mechanical uncertainty in the definition of position in the physical space formally this could be interpreted as an upper cut-off the wave-vector magnitude in the reciprocal space. This truncation procedure leads to a potential which approaches the modified coulomo potential of lands and lands and thomes aaympototically for very small as well as very large distance of approach. 
Chapter 3 deals with the specific problem of evaluating the ground state (spin-singlet) energies of the He-like one-veriational-parameter wave function is used along with the modified coulomb potential in the form V(rij) =eieg (1-e-?Crij). in the absence of any objective critenion known for ascertaining the precise numerical value of the cut-off parameter ?c, an estimate of it is made based on some physical reasoning. in particular the nuclear charge dependence of ?c is arrived at in a simple logical manner a comparison is drawn between the ground state energy eigen-values thus obtained and those obtained form H-F method and other varistional methods using many-parameters correlated wave function and of course, assuming the coulomb law the improvement in each case is clearly indicated in section 2 of the chapter 3 similar calculations are carried out for the excited states(again spin-singlet state). this is accomplished by making the excited state correlated wave function orthogonal to the ground state wave functions obtained in section 1 of the chapter3 as well as to the energy wise intermediate state (e.g.1s-2s state) energy values thus obtained are however, found to be much too high it is found that independent variation of the correlated excited state wave function yields much better results in chapter 4 is derived an expression for the splitting of the otherwise degenerate energy levels (n2s1/2, n 2p1/2) in hydrogen-like atoms a first order perturbation calculation is made in which the yukawa compounds of the modified potential has been treated as a perturbation the validity of the 1 st order perturbation calculation is discussed the nuclear charge and the principle quantum number dependence thus obtained is shown to be in accord with the finding of be the based on radiative corrections lamb-shift (?E(n2s1/2)-?E(n2p1/2)) calculations on the basis of the modified coulomb potential are shown to agree fairly well with the experimental values for the excited states of H,HE(for n =2,3,4) with a suitable choice of the parameter ?c and physical basis of the choice is indicated chapter 5 concludes the thesis with some reflections on the physical origin of the modifications introduced in the preceding chapter in particular it is observed that the modification of the coulomb low (i.e. ?c

